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About this unit

Opportunities to visit and to identify places of worship and their key features; link to 
cross-curricular studies within the local community.

Resources: faith groups in the locality – SACRE members and faith contacts

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

Brief the faith representative who is going to show you around the place of worship 
about the objective of your visit.  Children should be familiar with some of the 
terminology and then wander freely, as far as supervision allows, absorbing the 
atmosphere and forming personal impressions.

Fields of enquiry

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for children 
to:

I can: I can:

Practices & Ways of Life
consider the uses and meanings of 
repeated actions

observe what happens at a local 
place of worship

recognise a number of repeated 
religious actions that form a 
sequence

identify repeated actions used by a 
person of faith

name different ways of 
worshipping

say why worship is important to 
people of faith

talk about why people repeat 
actions in their daily lives

share my experiences of ritual 
activities
 
talk about what I find interesting 
or puzzling about how people 
worship

ask people of faith questions about 
their worship

Identity, Diversity & Belonging
participate in a ceremony explore ritual in a religious 

ceremony 

identify and name a number of 
religious ceremonies

talk about what I thought mattered 
most when I took part in a 
ceremony 

compare with others my thoughts 
about what matters most within 
religious ceremonies

Expressing Meaning
explore a local place of worship name a place of worship and the 

group of people who worship 
there

identify the features of a place of 
worship and explain how they are 
used

share how I feel and think about a 
local place of worship

suggest why a place of worship has 
meaning for some people

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

1 Talk about a special place they 
have visited and say what happens 
there

Begin to understand that special 
places are not all the same

2 Identify features that make a place 
of worship special

Say what I think makes a place of 
worship special to those who go 
there

3 Make links between places of 
worship and know some of the 
artefacts found there

Compare and how I feel about 
different special places, including 
those for worship

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

partners
groups
whole class visit to local place of worship

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

what is a place of worship? who goes? why?
what happens there? who looks after it?
who leads worship? what do they wear and do?

Reflect on learning

sacred places

the special atmosphere in a place of worship

draw, write, talk about a favourite memory of a place 
of worship

feelings when participating in a ceremony 

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

sequence actions that make a religious ritual

design a ceremony for a special occasion

make a class book of prayers

make a montage of special people associated with a place of worship, 
asking questions about:
• roles • clothes • activities • reasons for going there

reflect on the style & mood of different types of religious music

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

plan interview questions

visit a place of worship and participate in a ceremony

recognise some rituals, cycles & patterns in the place of worship

explore the worship building, furniture and artefacts

listen to religious music – chanting, plainsong, hymns, organ

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

display photos illustrating worship at home and in 
other places
interview worshippers and discover traditions and 
rituals
investigate the use of holy books, prayer and service 
books
sort and match names and pictures of religious 
artefacts in places of worship

Engage the learner

virtual visit to place of worship online / DVD 
images of worship
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